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PREFACE
The object of this thesis is to give construc
tive aid to advanced piano students in the improving
of their ability to memorize piano music.
As in all activities, physical or mental, the
development of sound memory should begin with clar
ification of its principle#.

Knowledge of the

principles of memory leads to the formation of log
ical, fundamental methods of memorizing.

In music

the most satisfactory method of memorizing is proven
to be that of, harmonic analysis which provides in
telligent understanding of the material committed to
memory.

Such understanding of the material, substi

tuted for the inadequate, haphazard, rote systems
now widely used in memorizing piano music, will lend
to greater reliability of memory work and to the'
necessary confidence of the performer la his memory.

INTRODUCTION
The author has been concerned for ten years with
methods of memorizing piano repertoire.

Gradually increas

ing difficulty with the ability to memorize music and to
play from memory in public necessitated this concern.
During the first eight years of growing memory difficul
ties, a numerous and varied group of teachers, concert
artists, and students were questioned about their memory
methods.

Five teachers took part,, in the. struggle to over

come inadequate memory performances.

Bight concert

artists were interviewed in hopes of discovering advice
which would produce satisfactory results.

Students' tech

niques of memorizing were observed during four years of
study in a conservatory and four years at college.

From all

those questioned and observed only four methods or devices
for memorizing could be ascertained.
First, there was the method used by the majority of
the students,

m e n questioned they said simply, "I keep

playing the piece until I know it."

During the period of

growing memory difficulties this method used by the author
had proved more and more weak and unreliable with musical
progress which involved pieces of complex structure.

To

the above method of memorizing the piece as a whole by use
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©f the subconscious memory of repeated playings, a few
students added a device of conscious memorizing of open
ings of passages or of sections.

This device, it was said,

would supply milestones to return to in the event of a
memory breakdown.

It would eliminate the necessity of re

turning to the beginning of the piece upon every failure,

;

It did not, however, constitute a cure for the failures
themselves.

. .

. •

The third.suggestion, offered by two students, one
teacher, and one concert pianist, was the memorizing of
repertoire by use of photographic memory.

When asked to

describe more fully what they meant by "photographic
memory," they too were of little help.

They said that

when they played from memory they recalled a "mentally;
photographed" image of $he score.
fore them.

They "saw" the page be

None could offer suggestions for development

of this marvelous ability.

"Simply stare at the page until

you cam recall its exact image before you without looking
at the music," was all they could say.

Members of the

psychology department of Bennington College were called
upon for help in examining this method of memorizing..
X M a t i © imagery, the psychologist *s term for the exact
reproduction in the "mind’s eye" of a once-observed
obj ect, was found to be the only psychological phenomenon
related to photographic memory.

Four months of study of

■
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existing data about eldetio Imagery proved discouraging.
The actual ability to recall a perfect mental image of a
scene or object is normally possible only for very young
children.
lost.

After early childhood the ability is usually

Though a few adults have been known to retain the

faculty, eidetic imagery, when found in adults, is a mental
abnormality, as much of freak character as a calf born with
five legs.

Eidetic imagery cannot be developed.

There

fore, those who memorize by "mentally photographing" the
scores of their repertoire are most probably not using
this faculty.
The method of calling a picture of the score into
mind is similar to the dot of producing a mental picture of
one1a home •

The mental image will be elear enough to re

member such details as the number of doors and windows
present.

However, this type of detailed image results

chiefly from familiarity with the scene and not from the
use of the faeulty of eidetic imagery.

One does not recall

usually that there are four windows on the ground floor by
examination of the mental -image.

That the mental image

includes four windows is due to other conscious or suboonsoiouo recollections, such as recalling the four sets of
curtains bought for them, or the landscaping problem pre
sented by them.

Familiarity with the appearance of the

house in regard to many different situations, such as
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decorating, landscapingt convenience, and comparison to
other buildings, strengthens the reproduction of a mental
image of the scene.

Without this familiarity, distinct

ness of detail would be difficult to produce and would be
unreliable.

Similarly, pianists using such mental pic

tures of musical scores are aided by familiarity with the
object.

Both conscious and subconscious factors make their

images clear.

Interest in the sound of certain note com

binations helps to strengthen the mental picture of them;
observance of the symmetrical design of a melodic line may
cause it to be included in the image; other Interests and
noted details will make the recalled page clear; but, it
is doubtful, unless aided by the unusual faculty of eidetic
imagery, that the score can be reproduced mentally in exact
form.

After several months of continued staring at var

ious scores, the author found no definite method for de
velopment of the ability.

Memorizing by use of mental

photography was proved to be impractical.
The fourth method of memory work used by the above
group of musicians vms the most promising.

In the group

of musicians observed, four were outstanding in memory
work.

All four had tremendous repertoires and the three

who concortized had complete confidence in absolutely sat
isfactory memory performances, yet none could explain his
method of memorizing.

Only by observation was it
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discovered.

It can be described best as the committing of

material to memory through sincere Interest in the subject
matter.
On analysis, a clue to the good memory work vras found
in their musical background.
were students*

Two of the four pianists

one, an Intermediate piano student with a

very large repertoire in comparison to that of tho other
students of her pianistio ability; the other, ah advanced
piano student with an astonishingly large repertoire and
with considerable concert experience.

The other two

pianists were teachers with a moderate amount of concert
experience.

The unusual musical backgrounds of these four

lay in their interests in other fields than piano.

The

intermediate piano student having majored in composition,
had had thorough training in music theory, orchestration,i
and composition.

The advanced piano student had two

majors, composition as well as piano.

Her theory exper

ience was similar to that of the intermediate student;

She

had an unusually gifted ability in keyboard harmony and in
Improvisation.

One of the two teachers was composer as

well as pianist, and had remarkable ability in keyboard
harmony and improvisation.

The second teacher vms organ

ist as well as pianist, and in his experience with church
music he had developed the necessary impfovisatibnnl and
keyboard harmony techniques.

In all four oases, therefore.
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there was far more than the usual interest and experience
in harmony»

In three of the four oases there m o

also

active, creative experience in composition.
In observing the memory procedures of these four
pianists it was continually <noted that the experience in
harmony and composition caused.unusual musical interest in
the subject matter.

The forms of the compositions memor

ized were analyzed with sincere curiosity, and deviations
from the expected forms were discovered and examined.: The
harmonic and contrapuntal structures held for the musicians
a significance not folt by the other pianists in the above
group.

Strange modulations were quickly isolated from the

composition, analyzed, transposed into other keys, and
eventually incorporated into the keyboard harmony reper
toire of the three who had developed ability in that field.
Interesting composition techniques were experimented w i t h
in later improvisations.
ances v/ere admired.

Clever.resolutions of disson

Sound effects caused by such tech

niques as the doubling of a melodic line by a voice two
octaves higher were observed.

Material with which these

pianists were already familiar.was also noted with inter
est .

Familiar forms, chord progressions, modulations and

other techniques of composition were examined for their
resemblance to already-known material.

Thus, all parts of

the composition being memorized had moaning, intellectual

significance.

New musical experiences met in eaeh piece

were aesepted with interest and enjoyment, for these pian
ists realized that such new experience added to their knowledge of harmony, counterpoint, rhythm, form, and
other elements of composition.

Already-known harmonic de

vices, stylos,, and other elements of composition were
recognized with the pleasure of meeting an old acquaintance
in a new environment.

All compositions memorized by these

pianists were examined for these two purposes:

the enjoy

ment of learning new material, and the pleasure of redis
covering the already known.
V M l e observing these four pianists over a period of
three year** the importance of the vital factor of Interest
for good memory work gradually became apparent to the
author.

Material is most efficiently and reliably com

mitted to memory when its content interests the memorizer a qualifying factor in memory work long recognized by
1 '
psychologists. Realization of this importance of interest

"Most men have a good memory for facts connected
with their own pursuits. A college athlete who remains a
dunce at his books may amaze you by his knowledge of the,
’records1 at various feats and games, and prove himself a
walking dictionary of sporting statistics. The reason is
that he Is constantly going over these things in his mind,
and comparing and miking series of them. They form for him
not so m a y odd facts, but a concept-system, so they
stick. So the merchant remembers prices, the politician
other politicians1 speeches, and votes with a copiousness
which astonishes outsiders, but which the amount of think
ing they bestow on these subjects easily explains."

pointed a vfay to better memory work in imiaio.
Yet with the discovery of this fourth method of mem
orising material through interest in its structure, a new
problem arose.
mesessmry.

Development of interest obviously was

The pianists observed found Interest in their

memory work for two reasonsi

first, they liked to add new

musical knowledge to their activities in composition and
abilities In keyboard harmony; second, their present know
ledge and abilities in composition and keyboard harmony
formed a means of recognizing familiar material.

The

present knowledge and abilities became a store of exper
ience to which they continually referred for comparison and
contrast, and thereby they formed a growing basis for the
pianists* musical development.
The author, however, had little experience In composi
tion and no ability at all in keyboard harmony.

Analyses

of the form of compositions were made only for courses re
quiring that work.

Harmony, counterpolnt, and other ele

ments of composition stirred her interest only when they
were assigned as olasswork.

As knowledge, they v/ere seldom

referred to beyond the end of each theory course and were
quickly forgotten.

Only a small store of experience in

(Coht.) William James, "The Secret of a Good
Memory," Headings in General Psychology, p. A22.
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harmony and composition formed a basis for recognition and
reference.

There was no desire to enlarge the field of

knowledge of musical theory because of the lack of immed
iate use for such material.

The lack of Interest and loss

as to how to develop it caused the author further dis
couragement end dilemma.

r

In the past two years the problem of finding a moans
of creating interest in the subject matter of compositions
to be memorized has been greatly solved.

Under the direc

tion of Mae. Elenore Altman, work with harmonic analysis
used es a basis of memory work has been carried out.

The

work has been found to supply the qualities of interest
described above - the enjoyment of learning now material
and the pleasure of rediscovering the already known.

The

development of these types of interest has been gradual but
valid .

'V.,.'..:,..:;

At the beginning of the work with harmonic analysis
the analyses;of compositions seemed dull.
harmonics was forced.
fergetten quickly.

Recognition of

Once analyses were made, they were

Pieces analysed:in the original memory

work were soon played by the old, inadequate method of
subconscious memory.

Concentration on the harmonic content

of the ecmpeeltiems required great effort - one which was
shirked gladly whenever the piece could be played by sub
conscious habits instead.

However, with the growing
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accumulation of analyses, harmonica gradually became sig
nificant and familiar; chord progressions took their place
as a aeries of chords instead of groups of notes; melodic
lines began to fall into harmonic patterns; similarity of
content in different compositions was noted, and quite un
consciously the method of harmonic analysis became habit
instead of effort.

'

\ -The above-mentioned four pianists outstanding in
memory work had-subconsciously used harmonic analysis^; Their interest in the harmonic content of composition#
arose from their desire to develop their knowledge/in ■
harmony for use in definite fields of activity - composi-,
tion, keyboard -harmony, and improvisation.

The knowledge

they already had formed a foundation for recognition and
reference.

The author, too, now has a desire to develop

her knowledge in harmony for specific use - that of
memorizing.: Such knowledge gives intellectual meaning to the heretofore unrelated myriads of notes and sounds.
Honory work thus aided ia becoming orderly, efficient, more
reliable, and is encouraging the desire to enlarge the
store of harmonic knowledge.

With the broadening of

harmonic experience, greater quantities of new oompositione
are recognized as known material.

The knowledge gained

from each new piece adds to the foundation of harmonic ex
periences for further recognition and reference of both
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familiar and strange material*
Thus, after ten years of eearehing and experimenting,
the method of memorizing piano repertoire with the aid of
harmonic analysis has been decided upon as the most satis
factory* . It was seen, when comparing the methods of stu
dents, teachers, and concert artists, that those who were
most Interested in the subject matter memorized found
their memory work the most satisfactory.

The interest in

the subject matter arose from appreciation of the signifi
cance of the harmonic structure of the compositions.

The

material memorized with examination and understanding of
the harmonic structure was recalled with the greatest ease.
Development of interest in the harmonic structure of com
positions memorized has been found to be possible*

By

:continual use of harmonic analysis, appreciation and under
standing accompany the memory work.

Music can be memor

ized by a means that makes it orderly, logical, and capable
of conscious recall.

CHAPTER I
MEMORY:

/

... ..

ITS COlsCPONKHTS AID ITS DEVELOPMENT

. . .

Before dismissing music memory, the many aspects of
general memory must bo examined.

There are types of mem

ory of which the layman in hardly aware, as for example

;

time fringe and perseveration.. There are terms in the
field of memory which are often used mistakenly as synonyms,
such as remembrance and recollection.

All types of memory

and their proper terms shall be discussed t© present t h e '
necessary knowledge of the principles of memory, and in
order to dispel the layman'o confusion of memory processes.
' The term memory can be defined only by broad state
ments.

(Its subheadings, such as recollection, or remem

brance j are capable of more specific, limited definition.)
We may say of memory that it implies an act.

"Memory is a

1
direct use of what has been learned...n
"Memory is the
' '
2
conditioning of experience by the past."
The first of*
2

VRobert S. Woodworth, Psychology, p. 73.
2 William Stern, General Psychology, p. 188.

theoe two atatezaenta tells us that memory forms a fund of
experience or knowledge to .which .the owner refers upon
need.

The second statement, even more inclusive, holds

that memory of past experience affects present experience
either voluntarily or involuntarily.

The learner may

sciously seek past Information for direct use; or, past
information may condition present experience without such
conscious reference.

A young child notices with interest

a fire extinguisher on the dollar wall.

He wonders If he

may play with it, but as his father had warned him that It
contains dangerous gases, he decides hot to do so.

Thus

he sought after past learning in making his decision.

Or,

if upon seeing the extinguisher and having a desire to
play with it, his memory fairly shriek# at him* *%ook outl
The last time it made you 1112", then his memory volunteers
information without the asking.

,

Thus memory constitutes all learning.

One uses past

experience to explain and direct the present,,
%hat h o ;has learned in the way of knowledge
and skill in one situation become s an instrument
of understanding and dealing effectively with the
situations which follow. The process goes on as
long as life and learning continue... A fully
integrated personality...exists only when success
ive experiences are integrated with one another.
It can be built up only as a world of related ob
jects is constructed.**3

3 John Dewey, Experience and Education, pp. 42-43.

u

Memory can be said to bo the active, effective agent of
acquired learning which directs one's new experiences to
further learning. '
Permanence of material in the memory and the ease
with which it can be recalled depends upon the conditions
under which it was memorized.

The qualifying factors or

conditions for memory work which demand discussion here
are:

the intent to learn. Interest, association, inhibi

tion by too large memory assighments, and repetition.
The intent to learn material is the most effective
factor in memory work.

In speaking of such motivation

John F. Dashiell says:
Attending to the material is not enough;
it must be attending with the intent to learn
it...an active attitude is demanded: the learner
must'go after it'.4

.'

: ■

.

:

■ :v -

:.

Whan learning something is motivated by a desire for its
knowledge, it is examined with care.

It is sized up ac

cording to the learner's experience.

The future use or

value of knowledge of the subject is considered.

Its mean

ing in terms of the learner's present experience is
examined,.

M l - aspects of the subject which concern the

learner are discovered and absorbed.4

4 John F. Dashiell, General Psychology, p. 411.
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The intent to learn depends upon the learner *a Intereat in the subject matter.

We know that interest in a

subjeet enables us to learn it quickly.;
Generally speaking, vro have no difficulty in
remembering facto which are connected in any
really vital way with our important concerns and
lines of actions. This is particularly true, of
course, where tho facts in question are frequent
ly referred to or made use of, or where they form
an integral part of a general scheme of action and
thought.5
Interest in a subject depends upon the use to which we
shall put it; it depends upon its relation to our other
experiences and knowledge.
Association of the subject to be learned to other
present experiences or knowledge enables the creation of a
pigeonhole for its retention in the memory.

In forming

such a pigeonhole we
establish associative connections between new
material and our permanent system of experience.
We seek to apprehend the thing in its natural
bearings and relationships, to envisage it as a
significant item in a general scheme of things,
as when we place a newly discovered plant in
some botanical system of classification.®
Very little material memorized without such association cam
b# consciously recalled.

It may return to our attention

later, but such visitations of the material to our con
sciousness will not have been commanded by the learner.5
6

5 Robert Gault and Delton Howard, Outline of General
Psychology, p. 411.
‘ ~
----

6 Ibid., p. 223.
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Therefore, If material memorized is to be of use at a
later time, it must be associated to other knowledge.
Inhibition of memorization caused by attacking too
large memory assignment# is a familiar experience to all
of us.

Material committed to memory must be allowed time

to become assimilated in the mind before further memory
work is attempted.
its impact.

Its significance must be felt in all

If the assignment is too large to allow such

assimilation to take place, the memory impression will
v ' ' ■ ■.■ - ■■
•
soon fade beyond recall*

'

However, occasionally wo find ourselves faced with a
large task to be memorized which cannot be grasped at once,
as for example, the memorizing of a long list of names.
Upon reading such a list for the first time, only a few
names may be recalled.

In order to commit them to memory,

repetition of the list is necessary.

Experimentation of

the use of repetition may be made by attempting to memo
rize an arbitrary list of fifteen names.

The first reeding

e#

will enable the experimenter to recall only two or three

after six or seven readings, a large number of the names
will be recalled; finally, after sufficient readings, the
list may be recalled in its entirety*

Thus wo see that

repetition is a definite aid to memory work.

It enables

us to commit to memory material which upon first meeting
is of too great magnitude to be absorbed*
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In committing a subject to memory, there must be
present an intent to learn.
interest in the subject.

Such motivation arises from

A subject looked upon with in

terest is examined in its relation to other knowledge.
is associated with past learning.

It

Material that is of too

great content to be grasped by immediate memory span is
enquired in the learning by use of repetition.
Recalling of memorized material may be of two differ
ent types:

that of recollection, and that of remembrance,

the act of searching the memory for definite information
learned in the past is properly called recollection.

It

is used, for example, by the mathematics student In solv
ing a problem.

Be sells upon all his knowledge of arith

metical techniques and formulae and, after comparison of
this knowledge to the problem in hand, seleots the
necessary techniques and formulae and works out the answer.
Recollection is the act of intentionally recalling to mind
learned or memorized data.
The term remembrance applies to all material which
returns to consciousness involuntarily.

A married couple

discusses at the breakfast table a forthcoming vacation
trip.

The husband decides that he will stop at a dry goods

store on his way home from the office in the afternoon and
buy some fishing tackle.

While he is making this decision,

his wife changes the subject and asks him to phone a friend
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of theirs of the: date of leaving.

The husband agrees to do

so, but postpones the phone call to a later time.
to return to his attention throughout the day.

It fails

Only as he

thinks of his fishing tackle in leaving his office is the
thought of the phone call again revived.
recalled the thought with effort.

The man had not

Its acoideirtal oonahe-

tion with his thoughts of fishing tackle earlier in the
day was responslblo for its return.

The thought of the

phone call was stimulated into consciousness by the thought
of the fishing tackle.

Memory of the phone call returned

by route of remembrance, not recollection.
There are specific experiences in the fields of re
collection and remembrance which- are worthy of;note, such
'... ■ . r : :
' ' ■■
^
■ ': •
as time fringe, perseveration, and consolidation. The type
of memory phenomenon known as time fringe may be described
by several examples.

A student in a class lets his atten

tion wander froa the professor's conversation.

Suddenly

the professor asks a question and calls upon the student
to answer it.

Though the student's thoughts have been else

where, he may recall the question the teacher asked by re
viewing the sounds of the words he heard subconsciously.
These sounds are still imprinted in his mind.

Similarly,

a person may count the strokes of a olook immediately
after he has heard them, though at the time of their strik
ing he had not paid attention to them.

He reviews the
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sound impression as was done in the first case.
periences may also he had visually.

Such ex

One nay store at a

pieture and then, upon closing one’s eyes, see it inwardly.
The image persists so accurately that it seems almost as
though the real picture were still being observed.

"Time

fringe" is the term applied to these after-effects of a
sensory stimulus upon the memory.
The place of time fringe in the process of memorizing
should bo considered.

'

Wherever it is a matter of adding intention
ally to the stock of memory, use should be made
of immediate memory. Whoever is learning anything
new should take care that on first receiving the
new content, perception be allowed to run its'
:
full course. If the new Items are admitted in too
rapid succession (as with lists of words in mem
orising, rules, etc.) the separate Impressions
cannot bo established in immediate memory and are
thus prevented from exerting after-effects in
mediate memory. 7 ;
v
_
.
Eidetic Imagery is an extreme form of this phenome

non.

Eidetic imagery is constituted of long periods of

after-effect in memory.

The time period, weeks or months,

causes no diminution of the vividness of the mental image.
This extreme form of eidetic imagery is present only in
young children or adults of abnormal mentality.

:

Perseveration Is an Interesting type of remembrance.
It is the persistence of an experience for a longer period

7 Stern, op. cit., p. 201.

of time tlum the few moments of time fringe.
If you have been busy with certain material,
it may "bob Into.your head" at odd moments later.
A tune may persist in "running in your head" when
you wish it would atop. Scenes from the day's
experience may flash before your "mind's eye" as
you lie in bed before going to sleep. Important
news, submerged during strenuous mental work,
emerges ns soon as there is a moment of relaxation.
A recent activity that thus reasserts itself,
without any apparent cue or stimulus to arouse it,
is said to "persevorate.*’8
Perseveration is continued, involuntary action of a mechan
ism that had been used, but whose use was supposed to have
ceased.
Time fringe and perseveration lead to another inter
esting memory phenomenon known as consolidation, or the
fixation of what is learned in the mind.

We know that in

learning a physical activity such consolidation exists.
The student of dancing practises a new pattern of bodily
movements for a period.

He then esaass the activity, al

lowing the muscles in use to rest, and waits for M s next
practise period, probably on the following day.

When he

again takes up the movements he finds that improvement has
been attained through the period of rest.

The activity

seems to have filtered into his dancing ability after he
had left the activity the day before.

It has become

consolidated in his memory.
An unusual example of this phenomenon can be given.

® Woodworth, op. olt., p. 91.
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One of

piano instructors gave lassons to an,artist

friend regularly over a period of three years, hut the ar
tist made no appreciable progress.
M s p*ano.

Discouraged, he sold

Two years later he decided to try again.

piano vms rented.

A

The evening of the day the piano was de

livered to his house he called the pianist excitedly.

He

had found that, although he had not touched a piano for
two years, he was able to play pieces of greater diffi
culty, musical and technical complexity, than those he had
played during his years of lessons.
seems impossible.

Such an experience

At the time both men tried to explain

the phenomenon to their satisfaction and failed.

Actually,

the intellectual and emotional attitudes and approaches to
playing the piano, and all its components of coordination,
hearing, seeing, etc., bad slowly become consolidated in
the artist*s mental being over the period of rest from
piano playingi

v;. : ^

:

Awareness of the beneficial effects of consolidation
upon the memory is advantageous.

In order that consolida

tion in memory take place, it should be encouraged by
helpful conditions.

.
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Bight >e aisturbed and partially Inhibited by
strenuous mental activity just then.?
Memory may not be dealt with Impatiently, for its inner
process of absorption ©f material Is gradual.
In all memory work it Is necessary that the learner
recognize the difference between recollection and remem
brance.

If he Intends to recollect memorized data, he

must find a means of committing it to memory in such a way
that he may know where to find it later.

In order that

material may be imprinted solidly upon the memory, time
should be allowed for time fringe, perseveration, and con
solidation to take place.

Thus the process of memorizing

may not be haphazard if the subject learned is to be of
later use.

Valid memory processes" must include consider

ation, of these factors.
Principles for the development of memory suggested by
innumerable psychologists show a wide variation in termin
ology, order of importance, and emphasis of detailed memory
processes.

Nevertheless, all psychologists have agreed for

centuries upon the fundamental factors of memory develop
ment,

The layman would recognise them quickly if he

applied thought to the subject.

They wore aptly.summarised

9 Woodworth, op. oit., p. 90.
v
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by the ancient philosopher, Helvetius:
Bbi® extent of the memory depends, first, on
the daily use vie make of it; secondly, upon the
attention with v/hich we consider the objects we
would impress upon it, and thirdly, upon the
order in which we range our ideas.10
We shall examine each of these fundamentals of memory de
velopment , use, attention, and organization.
Everyday use of memory is the most common method re
lied upon in developing its growth.

There are no trick

systems or labor saving devices for its improvement.

We

expect to find no short outs in the development of a
physical activity; practise is the only means of develop
ing an adequate tennis stroke or a good dancer*

Likewise,

11
practise is necessary in developing the power of memory*
The use or practise of memory must he characterized
by two qualities:

regularity of effort, and consistent use

William Walter Atkinson, Memory - How to Develop.
Train and Use It. p. 19.
^ "It is a frequent experimental observation that
continued practise at memorization is accompanied by a pro
nounced decrease in the number of repetitions or the amount
of time required to learn that particular kind of material
at least." Experiments "assure the conclusion that memor
izing ability is susceptible to a very considerable In
crease by training and that, under certain conditions, this
improvement spreads to other than the materials used in this
training." John A. MeOeooh, "Experimental Studies of
Memory," Readings in General Psychology, p. 394,*
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of effloient methods.

First, it must be continual.

Brief

and spasmodic memory efforts will produce little benefit,
even though the efforts themselves constitute the most
ideal activity.

Regular periods ©f daily practise must be

decided upon and followed.

Secondly, only those methods

of memorizing chosen as the moot efficient should be used,
for in the practise of any activity, unorganized methods
of practise will impede the expected progress.

No golfer

attains a good game by perfecting his stroke every so
often and then allowing periods of misuse to follow; once
he improves his stroke by application of specific princi
ples, he must always continue to apply these principles in
order to maintain that improvement.
in order to be developed.

Memory must be used

Its use must be continual and

must Include only those methods of practise which have been
determined the best.
The second principle of memory is attention.
tion affects memory in two different fields:
of memorizing, and in the act of recollection.

Atten

in the act
In the

former, the strength of the impression committed to memory
is determined largely by the degree of attention applied
to the subject in learning.

The first impression of a

subject is the moot important.

A® Atkinson mays:

Make your first impression strong and firm
enough to serve as a basis for. subsequent ones.
Get into the habit of fixing a clear, strong
impression of a thing to be considered from the

3)

first* Otherwise you are trying to build up a
large structure upon a poor foundation* Each
time you revive an impression you deepen it, but
if you have only a dim impression to begin with,
the deepened impressions will not include de
tails omitted in the first one .12
Or, again, as John A. MoQeoch says:
Thus, after the first reading of or exposure
to any memory material, succeeding readings or
exposures build upon the effects of those preeedlmg. The beneficial effects of repetition de
pend upon the persistence or retention of the
effects of preceding repetitions
Thus v/e see that it is vitally important that; attention be
applied to all original memory work. ,

^ :

In recollecting memorized material, attention again
is necessary. :,It is the factor;which-distlngulahes;reeol-

stimuli suffice to recall the material. •’In the former,
conscious racall requires that the mind itself recreate the
stimuli-which originally canned the memory impression to
be imprinted u^on the mind.

This activity in itself ob

viously necessitates attention to the subject,matter.
Secondly, with each conscious, attentive recollection of
material, the stimuli of the memory impression become
strengthened.

The imprint becomes clearer and clearer.

12 Atkinson, op, cit.. p. 64.
^

LlcGeooh, op. olt., p. 370.
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We see, therefore, that attention is neeessary not only
in original memory work, but also in recollecting, by use
of which memorization becomes clearer and stronger.
The thir* principle of memory taken from Eclvetius*
quotation, organization of material, is a large determin
ing factor in the ability to recall an impression.

One

must know where to find the desired information in one's
mind in order to recollect data or material.

:

Isolated facts or Impressions which have no
relationship to or which are not associated to
previous information, serve only to clutter up
.the memory. If not used and maintained in
association to other knowledge, they are quickly
forgotten. In order that what is in the memory
may be recalled or brought again before oomsoiousness, it is necessary that It be regarded .
in connection, or in association, with one or
more things or ideas, and, as a rule, the greater
the number of other things with which it is
associated the greater the likelihood of its re
call.3*

In memorizing material coherent unity is necessary.
In developing the memory it is important, first, that
memorizing be practised regularly.

Secondly, attention

must be applied in the process in order to make a strong
memory impression and in order to recall it.

The material

to be learned should be coherent and related to other
knowledge so that one may be conscious of the necessary

l l * David Kay, Memory - What It Is and How to Improve

2 L 9. 272.
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etleuli with whloh to recall it.
In this chapter the broad terms of memory were dis
cussed; the qualifying conditions of good memory work, such
as Intent to learn and association, were examined; clari
fication was made of the two important types of recall recollection and remembrance - and of some of their
components; and lastly, the principles of development of
memory were dlsouased.
In a field as broad as that of memory, about which
m n y volumes have been written, examination of only the
barest essentials of memory has been permitted.

Selection

of some of its factors may have seemed arbitrary; however,
after study of the field was made, only those factors which
have direct bearing on music memory by use of harmonic
analysis were chosen for presentation.
With these factors in mind we nay progress now to
the specific problem of music memory.

CHAPTER II
THE POPULAR APPROACH TO MUSIC MEMORY
Before the tine of Liszt, amateur ana professional
pianists used the music scores of their repertoire in pub
lic playing.

The story of Liszt’s introduction of the use

of memory is familiar to all of us.

In a burst of enthus

iasm in one of his recitals, he flung away the score before
him and continued playing without it.

This act of playing

piano music from memory soon became a requisite expected
of all pianists.

Some regarded playing from memory as an

indication of advanced music ability; the retaining of a
musical score In the mind was considered a feat, and in the
larger and more difficult works it was even viewed as daring,
to some, music memorizing became a fad, "the thing to do;"
to others the practical, musical advantages of playing
from memory were the important considerations, for they
found a release from the effort of extra visual activity
■
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.
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.
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of glancing from music to keyboard and back, which caused
a division of visual concentration.

The elimination of the

use of the score enabled the pianist to give more of his
attention to the musioallty of the performance.

Such mu

sical advantages in playing from memory are responsible
for the absence of scores in piano recitals today.

The
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present use of memory in even the most difficult composi
tions has destroyed most of the nwe formerly accorded to
the task, and the feeling that it is "the thing to do."
Most plane students now begin memorising their reper
toire in their earliest years of study.

Because the sim

plicity of elementary pieces requires little memory effort,
this faculty at:first is given-little consideration.

Mem

ory has teen exercised quite naturally i n :other fields of
Intellectual growth, and students make little effort to
examine the different procedures of memorizing the content
of simple pieces of music from that of school work and
other, memory activities.

,

I still remember vividly the first time my piano
teacher told me>to memorize a piece.

I had; never heard the

term:’’memorize" -b e f o r e a n d upon its definition I was amaz
ed to find that such an obvious act had to have a name.

Of

course people "memorized" things; otherwise.how would they
learn them?

I.left the studio with "Hot Cross Buns.*" under

my arm, merely aware that the next week I was to play it
without the. music. As with the majority of beginning stu
dents , 1 was unaware of the activity of memorizing for many
years.-::-'::'

- ■

^ i s common attitude of unquestioning acceptance of
memory is understandable. .Without it one would be unable
to assimilate knowledge, to refer to past experiences, or

to perform everyday acts of reading, writing, or speaking.
‘Suofc great dependence upon meiaory causes it to be called
upon continually throughout every day, and with such fre
quent use it develops and grows with intellectual growth,
performing greater and more complex assignments;

In every

day use memory is hot considered as a particular activity;
but it is taken for granted.in Its generally satisfactory
performance.

One is disturbed when unable to recall a

name or telephone number; however, 6coaaional "slips" of
memory are of smaii consequence when compared to its vast
reliability in meeting the demands placed upon it;

Moments

of forgetfulness are termed moments of "absentmiridedness,"
and memory itself is "seldom taken into consideamtlie.

In

the schools today little conscious effort is mado to de
velop this mental activity andV as much of the old, tradi■tiohal curriculum based on bodies of knowledge to be mem
orised has been a b o l i s h e d t h e effort of memorising has
been minimized.

In modern curricula the acquirement of

masses of data for later use is lessened; development of
learning attitudes and the ability to use knowledge profit
ably are stressed; a large part of the place formerly given
to memorization is taken by development of individual

Musis students memorize their first simple pieoes by
whatever means are most natural to them.

Some play the

pieces repeatedly until playing-then becomes a physical
M b i t ; others memorize patterns of black and white keys,
using a geographical memorization of the piece upon the
keyboard for recall; still others concentrate upon devel
opment of familiarity v/ith the scores in order to recall
the images before them; and there are those who memorize
ear, ^ who. alloxt the anticipation of sounds to direct
their fingers.

The type of memory effort used in learn

ing simpler pieces is emphasized y/hon larger and more dif
ficult works are studied.

For a few these methods suffice

throughout their, musical career, but the majority find,
upon advancement of pianistio ability, that such elementary
methods are not reliable in committing larger and more
heeroleally complex piano works.to memory.

Physical fin-

8®? ^ ^ i ^ s upon the:keyboard are not always reliable in ,
technically-complicated pieces, nor can the mind retain in
detail the great hulk of visual memory of scores and key
board patterns that long works require.

Those who memor

ize "by ear" are unable to "hear" all the inner harmonies ,
of pieces of complex structure.

The result is that memory

difficulties heretofore unencountered cause embarrassing,
unexpected failures in public performanoe.
:-

On examination of the sources of these failures of

memory in playing in public, the use of the memory proced
ure of harmonic analysis in enabling reliable memory

.
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perftxraanees will be more fully appreciated.

Sources of

sueti failures may be'classed under four headings:

(1) lack

of determination of the method of memorizing to be used;
(2) confusion o f t h e use of recollection and remembrance;
(3) change of environment; and (4) lack of confidence«
Lack of predetermined methods of memorizing is a
recognized cause of memory difficulties of many students."
Memorization is so entirely left to the subconscious that
no recognized system is used;

When asked about their

methods of memory, they usually reply bevdlderedly, "I
just play the -piece until I know It."

Actually, such un

conscious memorization relics upon ear^ physical habit,
photographic images of pages or of keyboard patterns, or a
combination of these memory aids.

Obviously, students who

do not realize whieh of m e s e methods they are using can
not decide upon pleas for developing the capacity and reli
ability of •their'memory t«ihmlf«e»w

They may feel that

they are wasting effort, that a memory task takes longer
than seems necessary, or that their system does not commit
certain passages to memory as easily as others.

Neverthe

less, if they are hot sure by which system they commit to
memory, they certainly are at a loss as to how to improve
n . .... ........ ■
The second cause of memory failures is the confused
use of recollection and remembrance in recalling memorized

1
material*

R®#©lleetl<m is the act of recalling memorized

material toy conscious, searching effort.

Remembrance de

scribes the promotion of memorized material into con
sciousness by stimuli other than that of active searching
for the matter.

Preparation must be made for both of these

types of recall in the memorizing of music repertoire.

The

student who relies only upon such a subconscious method of
memorizing as ear or physical habit cannot expect to be
able to recollect material consciously.

In order for

recollection to take place, he must have also memorized
the material in such a way that he will know where to find
it in his memory.

The student who relies only upon such

intellectual/ associative methods of memorizing necessary
for recollection and fails to play the composition suffi
ciently, may also not expect adequate remembrance.
Two examples will enable us to see more clearly the
types of failures caused by lack of preparation in the act
of memorizing music for both recollection and remembrance.
A student memorizes a piece by formation of subconscious
habits, or by relying upon remembrance In recalling the
musie.

In the repetitions of the piece his hands have

become accustomed to finger patterns or positions, and

■
^ See Chapter I for discussion of recollection and
remembrance•
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each note or chord serves as a subconscious stimulus for
the recall of the next note or chord.

The student has not

made a conscious examination of the music which would also
allow intellectual- imprint o f the musical material upon his
mind, and therefore the mind itself is inactive in re
calling: the material.

This may appear to give him no diffi

culty at the time hut, should he become nervous in a recit
al and accidentally use eh incorrect finger, hie patter®
of subconscious stimuli is broken.

Suddenly it is

necessary for him to recollect the forgotten material, but
as his-choice of method did hot prepare him for the poss
ible necessity of recollection,1 his mind is unable to
summon consciously the succeeding p a s s a g e D i s a s t e r over
comes him!.-

■

': .

A second example shows that a defective method of
memorizing may be arrived at by the opposite of the above
procedure, oho in which the student decides to memorize
his repertoire by intellectual analysis alone.

Studying

each detail of the score with great effort of concentra
tion, he provides for future recollection of the material.
He memorizes the composition consciously but with little
actual playing.
in public.

He, too, runs into difficulty when playing

His concentration, necessary in recollecting the

intellectual association of each note and passage, is
broken suddenly by allowing his attention to turn to

thoughts of interpretation, or possibly by a distracting
disturbance in the audience or environment.

In his pro

cedure of memorizing there vmo not enough original prac
tise for the development of subconscious stimuli necessary
for remembrance.

Without remembrance' to rely upon when

recollection has been disturbed, he is at a loss.

He

must stop entirely and collect his wandering thoughts be
fore going on with his performance.

Thus we see that lack

of preparation for either recollection or remembrance in
the original memory procedure will cause dangerously un
balanced means of recall.

Dependence upon one or the

other is not enough, and such inadequate methods cause
many of the memory failures in public performance.
:

Change of environment, the third category under which

cause# for memory failures are classedconsists of two
elements, change of equipment and the presence of an
audience.

.

Change of equipment may include a keyboard of

different action from the one customarily used in the
studio, theatrical lighting effects which cause the'keys
to glare or produce strange shadows, an uncomfortable
piano bench, or

aailiar acoustics.

All of these condi

tions ©ause tension and discomfort in public playing, yet
are difficult or impossible to avoid.

>

Tk© presenoe of an audience, heretofore limited to

teacher, family, and friends in studio practise, now con
stitutes a great environmental change.

Thin audience

listens dispassionately; pride, sympathy, and friendly re
ception of the familiar listeners cannot ho expected.

The

performance ceases to he a private relationship between
pianist, composer, and instrument; the situation of many
hearers absorbing the content of a performance creates a
new demand of interpreting the composer’s musical inten
tion in such a way that the audience may understand,
aoespt, and enjoy it.
The strangeness of the act of performing in such un
familiar environment and the resultant uneasiness on the
part of the performer, caused by nervousness, excitement,
and anxiety, form a severe trial of the permanence and
reliability of memory.

Trembling hands and a strange key

board weaken the automatic physical technique used in
remembrance, or the audience may suddenly become the upper
most thought in the pianist’s mind when he desires to
concentrate upon recollection.

These environmental changes

affect memory reliability.
Lack of confidence in memory Is the fourth in the
classification of causes of memory failures.

Expecting

forgetfulness Is one of the greatest of all evils which
damage a memory performance.

The pianist who depends upon
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remembrance in public playing cannot allov/ his subcon
scious method of recall to be broken by.fear of forgetting,
for ouch, fear causes him .suddenly to try to recollect the
actual notes committed to memory only by physical habit,
upon which challenge the subconscious stimuli often falter.
It is as though his fingers know the notes' of the passage
but are unable to tell his mind which never bothered to
learn them.

Thus, if only remembrance is.to be relied

upon, this method must have the pianist1s complete confi
dence and may not be disturbed by last minute attempts at
recollection.

The pianist must not allow his present con

centration on the subject to wander to fear of forgetting.
In order that intellectual effort may be applied, M s
Bind must be free of all encumbering worries.

Thus, in

either case, the fear of forgetting is certain to set a
trap for the memory.

Confidence must be had in whatever

method of memorizing is used; otherwise the flow of the
process of recalling music will be Impeded.
We have seen that the advantageous use of memory In
.

■
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public playing is now accepted and required of all solo
pianists.

Students faced with this requirement begin

memorizing music at an early age, but give little consid
eration to the"necessary procedures in memorizing music
until their vague, indiscriminate systems fall in the

longer and more complex repertoire.

Such inadequate

methods, when relied upon in public performance, present
difficulties.

In the next chapter, memory by harnonlo

analysis will be examined in t e r m of its prevention of
memory failures and its applicability to the memory pro
cedures discussed in Chapter I#

CHAPTER III
A DEFENSE FOR HARMONIC ANALYSIS
There are numerous advantages In >the use of harmonic
analysis in memorizing nusio.

The most important derive

from ifca applicability to the general memory principles
of use, attention, and organization of material discussed
previously in Chapter I; others arise from its use in
aiding ideal performance of memory in public and in pre
venting the: memory failures observed In Chapter II; and
there are'practical advantages, such as the fact that its
use requires no special talents.
•

/

Let us see how harmonic analysis aids memory work in

terms of its general principles.

The plausibility of har

monic analysis used as a basis of organization of material
to be memorized:constitutes the fundamental advantage in
its selection as a memory method.

With its aid, all sub

ject matter to be memorized can be given inclusive, com
prehensible meaning; every aspect of the material in its
relation to the fundamental structure™ is"learned in its
proper significance; the material is given continuity as
the analysis demonstrates the progression or fluency of
the structure of the composition.

We shall study each of

these three characteristics more thoroughly.

fhe first to be discussed Is that of Inclusive, com
prehensible meaning.

No aspect or detail of the musical

composition need be omitted in the organization of material
v/hen analysis of the harmonic structure is used as the
organizing factor.

Every note, chord, or scale must have

some relation to the tonic key of the passage in which it
is included and to the preceding, the accompanying, and
the succeeding material.

Students with a moderate knowledge

of harmony are able to find sufficient of these harmonic
relationships to knit each part of the composition being
memorised into the whole structure.

(The reader should

realize that students using harmonic analysis as a means
of memorising must have an intermediate knowledge of har
mony.)
If obscurity or seeming lack of relationship results
from complex or unusual harmonic devices, a process of
breaking these down into simple, familiar, harmonic pat
terns is always possible In some degree.

For example,

modern harmonies may be studied and understood by exam
ining their deviation from the known, elasslcal, harmonic
system.

Let us see by examining the following illustra

tions how this may bo done.

Debussy's "Voiles," used

later in this thesis as an example of applied harmonic
analysis, is composed chiefly upon the whole tone scale,
a structure which necessitates understanding of the tonal
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efceraeteristios:of such a i scale by the student •analyzing
a work of this type.

This is done by recognition of the :

fact that the major diatonic scale is composed of a series
of two whole tones, a half tone, three whole tones, and a
half tone, and that the whole tone scale consists of a
series of uninterrupted whole tones.

,

By this comparison

the unusual scales and melodic lines in the composition are
understood in terms of-the student*3.present.knowledge.
As a second Illustration we have the three fundamental

;

chorda upon which much of the harmony of the composition
is based:
'

may be

1

-

-':

■ '
:S

_

1

1

- ■ , :*

These three chords

-

rized as triads consisting of the root, third, and
fifth of the A flat, B flat, and C whole tone scales respedtlvely, or they may. be learned in oven closer relation
to the student’s knowledge;of classical harmony by bonsidGrins thorn as augmented triads on A flat, B flat, and C.
In this way, again, the material may be brought home to
the student by analysis in terms of simple, known harmony.
Matth&y says:

.

r-.:

.....you must chain the something you- want to fix
in your mind to something already stored there;
you must make use of something you already know,
so that it shall suggest (ns a mental progression!
the soiacthing fresh which you m a t to fix in your
; memory.*
// - " '
.
' -

^Tobias Matthay, On Memorizing, p. 4.
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The student chains the subject matter of the composition
he is learning to his knowledge of harmony; understanding
of all aspects of the subject matter is insured, and
omission of any aspect is unnecessary.

Organization and

coherence of the material, upon which recollection relies,
is made possible.
Actual experiment by George Katona has proven that a
series embraced by a principle is best memorized when that
principle is understood.

He asserts in writing of his ex

periment that i
Retention lasts for a long time. Forgetting
does not begin immediately after the memorizing
period and docs not accelerate within a few
hours... Learning is possible without repetition
of the series... No repetition of the series was
necessary when the principle was discovered by the
subject (or Mien it was told to the subject) al
though without knowledge of the principle repeti
tion was necessary.
The use of harmonic analysis provides a principle for
music that enables presence of these same characteristics
in memory work to an appreciable degree.
The second characteristic of organization of music
material based on harmonic analysis is that of relation of
details of the composition to the fundamental structure,
the relation of each part in its proper significance to the

2 George Katona, Organizing and Memorizing, p. 13.

whole.

Ornamentations, figurations, all material added to

the fundamental harmonic structure of a piece must ho
recognized as such in the memory process, and should not
be confused with the foundation upon which they are built.
This recognition clarifies the material in such a way that
the basic thematic and harmonic content of the piece may
be understood first before the ornamentations and figura
tions are learned.

Matthay says:

'

.... the musical process in making such memorychannels , memory-ways, or memory routes depends
largely on harmonic analysis, and particularly
upon our understanding clearly which are the
fundamental-harmony notes and which are orna
mentations.-*
The simplification by the process of analysis of a composi
tion causes the form of the work to become clear and de
finable, for each part is given its proper consideration
and emphasis in the learning and interpretation.
The third characteristic of organization resulting
from harmonic analysis is that of continuity.

Again quot

ing from Mattfcay:
.... to memorize anything, the only possible process
is to bring the something you wisti to memorize into
some form or connexion, progression, or sequence
Of thought«^
■ ':
' : ;-

3 Matthey, op. olt.. p. 4 .
4 ibid.
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By ttie of harmonio analysis every part of e oonposltion may
be brought into relationship v/ith its preceding and suc
ceeding parts.

Analysis of progressions and voice-leadings

clarifies the relation of one chord to the next.

The

recognition of modulations which connect one section to
the next gives unity to the larger parts of the composi
tion.

Thus, upon memorizing the analysis, each section

leads into or serves as intellectual stimulus for the suc
ceeding one, thereby achieving unity of the larger parts
of the composition and continuity of tho whole.

,

In this

way comprehension, proper significance of details of form
and continuity, which characterize the organization of
memory work, are attained by harmonic analysis.
An extremely important reason for the use of harmonic
analysis in memorizing is its relation to the principle of
attention.

In developing the power of recollection as s

form of memory work, all subconscious memory habits leading
only to remembrance must be excluded.

In other words,

every memory effort must be a conscious one directed by
the Btamorizer1s attention.

This result is insured when

harmonic analysis is used as the basis of memory work.
The intellectual examination of the subject matter to be
memorized requires directed mental activity commanding
attention, without which the mental activity would lack
direction or organization necessary to an analysis.

Dr#*a
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avray froa auboonaoIouD habits, the work of the memorizer
becomes deliberate, observing, attentive.
theharaonlo analysis of the piece to be memor
ized is made first, attention must be given to the content
of the piece in order that it may be understood.
of the composition may. be overlooked.

13o part

It should include •

every, detail of the score^ small fragmentary phrases,
#@®@*p#mying contrapuntal-lines,"voice leadings,;and‘chord
progresalons; otherwise the analysis would be incomplete
and Inadequate.Once made, the;analysis must be followed
closely.

Memory images of a.hastily-accepted analysis

allowing only temporary recollection will fade soon; there
fore , to guarantee thorough absorption, the effort should
be disciplined and conc®atrate#. y- - ^
Once a composition has;been committed to memory, much
of it# playing is apt to become a subconscious act.

During

the performance the music unfolds too rapidly to allow the
memorizer to recollect consciously all the notes.

There

fore in prdor to retain conscious memory of the material
for. recollection purposes, attentive review is necessary.
If the original memory process itself bad been only a sub
conscious one, the stimuli which serve to recall the music
would bo unknown to the memorizer and review would be
impossible.

He might only strengthen the subconscious

stimuli by continual playing.

The use of harmonic analysis

presents the memrizer with a definite procedure which,
once used in memorizing, may be returned to for review;
conscious effort and attention thus may bo reapplied to
the material.
The third principle for development of memory is con
tinued use of a sound method such as harmonic analysis pro
vides.

This method furnishes a procedure which may he

followed in daily practise.

£

Instead of using hit-or-miss

methods of memorizing, or of relying solely upon the de
velopment of subconscious memory, the student is able to
follow the conscious method of approach previously de
scribed.

Because his procedure follows a predetermined

plan, the student is able to measure his progress.
see how closely he is following the analysis:

He may

when

passages are forgotten, he has a means of determining
whether his memory work was at fault because of incomplete
analysis, or failure to memorize it consciously; if he
finds in his practise that his work is confused and incom
plete, he may discover that he is attempting to accomplish
too much each day, or that he is not applying enough con
scious mental effort to the work.

Therefore, by use of

harmonic analysis as a basis for memory work, the student
not only has a means of determining a method of procedure,
but also a means of measuring his progress and of discover
ing the weaknesses in his daily practise.
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In the foregoing dlscueslon of organization we have
seen that harmonic analysis gives moaning to all the
material to he memorized* and that by relating each aspect
in its proper significance to the whole structure, contin
uity is given to the memory impression.

Yfe have seen

that attention' and harmonic analysis are closely allied in
# e three acts of analysis, memorization, and review; also,
that harmonic analysis supplies plan and direction to the
daily use of memory work.
As it is now considered necessary to memorize recital
repertoires, satisfactory public performance of memory
work becomes the pianists aim.

This is true particularly

because the memory suffers its moat severe test when per
forming for an audience.

Harmonic analysis, in preventing

the common types of memory failures, provides a more ideal
performance of memory than that of inadequate methods.
The requisites of memory for ideal performance are a dis
tinct memory impression of the material and mental ease
arising from the performer1s confidence in his memory.
A reliable memory impression is one in which any part
may be recalled in complete form, and ono by which the per
former always may know what part of the piece he is playing
and what comes next.

Amazing as it may seem, some

pianists do not always know "where they are" in playing a

piece.

They rely upon automatic reaembranoo in perform-

ance and, when they experience a sudden memory failure,
find it inposslble to tell exactly v/hat part of the piece
is being played.

One might think that a pianist in this

situation cannot have helped hearing his performance end
so know by ear what had Just been played; but this docs
not necessarily follow.

A tenant in an apartment house

may become so accustomed to an elevated train directly
outside M s window that he gradually loses any conscious
ness of hearing it pass.

In the same way a pianist may

become so accustomed to the musical sounds of a piece being
played that he is no longer conscious of hearing them.
The ideal memory image, attained by harmonic analysis,
enables the pianist to recollect the musical material.
A good memory performance requires also tho ability
to play with mental ease.

The pianist should find his

memory capable of producing a continued flow of music
without effort, undisturbed by sudden complex calculations
of intervals and keys.

Concentration under nervous strain

may not always bo reliable.

These who depend upon intense

Intellectual attention :in playing from memory often exper
ience the peculiar mental sensation of -having suddenly
developed two minds:

one, excited and nervous, observes;

the other, struggling desperately with the necessary
activity of recollection, becomes a light balloon hovering
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over the piano with the possibility of inaalneht departure.
This eonfusing experience can be avoided by confidence in
an intellectual memory impression distinct enough to refer
to if necessary, and definite enough to allow the per
formance to flow from it without effort.
That acquirement of as much experience In public
playing as possible is an aid to the development of confi
dence in memory is a fact recognized by all pianists.

By

this frequent experience a pianist may overcome at least
part of the nervousness which arises from the novelty of
the recital atmosphere.

Another interesting aid, advised

by T.S. Knowlson in his book. The Secret of Concentration.
■1-■:
' ^ ™':Trrne"'1,1^"
'1rr'T".m17 r'rirT1,i:,
n "
is the use of suggestion in developing the power of con
centration.

It has a similar applicability to confidence

in memory.

By "suggestion” he means that one must say to

oneself repeatedly, "I can do itI"

(In our case, "I can

memorize5")

Be describes rather fully the techniques of

suggestion.

:

The time for using suggestion is on retir
ing and just before rising... The state of mind
should be joyous, confident, hopeful, believing
and fully resolved... The mode,of affirmation
should be absolutely positive.5

5 T.S. Knowlson, The Secret of Concentration, p. 97.
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While the amount of benefit acquired, froa the use of sug
gestion is questionable, it does offer ono advantage - that
of preventing the neaorizer from saying, "I cannot
memorize."

We have seen that this mere thought will cause

havoc with the memory and therefore its prevention will
stem at least some of the difficulty.

Acquiring confi

dence in memory performance is a slow, but not hopeless,
process, and unceasing effort in the above forms is
necessary for its success.
The three practical reasons for tho application of
harmonic analysis to memory work are that its use does not
require special talents, it is easily described and
taught, and it develops musical knowledge in several
fields.

The student using harmonic analysis as a basis

for his memory work does not have to have "perfect pitch,"
nor the ability to memorize photographic images of key
board patterns and scores.

While possession of "perfect

pitch" or of developed comparative pitch will aid a
pianist in memory work by enabling him to retain "by oar,"
many students are not able to rely upon these abilities or
talents in.a practical degree.

Some may be able to hear

mentally that which they wish to play, but they cannot
always relate these sounds to the keyboard.

Harmonic

analysis serves as a method of memorizing for those who
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lack these abilities*
Harmonic analysis in practical in that it is easily
described and taught.

Methods of training the ear,

visual memory, and memory by physical habits; of tech
nique aro disputable, and, regardless of method, they are
difficult to develop in many students.

It may be. a

matter of years before they are attained, and in many
cases they may never develop to the necessary degree of
reliability for memory uses.

The learning and use of

harmonic analysis arc based upon intellectual understand
ing which is more tangible than Individual musical tal
ents, more easily systematized for learning, and can be
more directly related to the student’s intellectual de
velopment and native intelligence.
By use of harmonic analysis, musical knowledge may
be gained in the fields of applied harmony, comparative
styles of different composers and eras, and development
■- '
v
CU/r-cK.1
"■■■■'■
■
:
.'
of the 11ear" or oral understanding. Knowledge of
applied harmony will obviously bo gained by examination
of the harmonic structure of piano repertoire for memory
purposes.

Such analysis has been seen to foster inter

ested recognition of familiar and unusual chords, pro
gressions, scale lines, modulations, and other elements.
The relation of these elements to the keyboard will
develop the student’s knowledge of keyboard harmony, as
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well as written harmony.

By the study of the harmonic

structure of each composition, the student will be able
to compare differing styles of composers and eras, to
compare modern harmonies and scales to the classical,
and the techniques of composition which make the emo
tional content and expressive qualities of one composer's
works contrast with those of another will b® discovered.
The student’s "ear" or ^raVunderstanding will be de
veloped also by his recognition of the sounds and com
ponents of analyzed harmonic systems and devices.

These

three fields of musical knowledge will develop with the
use of harmonic analysis in memory.
This chapter has presented all of the important
advantages of the use of harmonic analysis in memory
work.

Y/e have seen that its use in music is well suited

to the three memory principles of organization, atten
tion, and use.

It h a s 1been proven to be the most reli•; ...
\\
•
able of all methods in providing the pianist with the
.

...

.

.

requisites for ideal memory performance in public, and
as a procedure for memorizing it has been shown to be
practical, easily taught, and educative.

CHAPTER IV

PROCKDJRES yOLLOVTED IN MAKING AN ANALYSIS
The procedure for drawing up an analysis for mem
ory purposee is generally the same for all compositions.
As harmonic analysis is used in memorizing to give mean
ing to the entire content of the piece, every part must
be understood in itself and in Its relation to the rest
of the composition.

Once the analysis is made, its pur

pose becomes that of immediate aid to the memorizing pro
cess.

For these purposes - understanding and aid to

procedure - the principal requisite In making end using
a harmonic analysis is thoroughness.

The actual steps

in the approach of this method of memorizing are de
scribed below.
The first step in making the harmonic analysis is
that of analyzing the form of the entire composition.
Principal subjects, subordinate subjects, development
sections, repetitions, finales, codas, and all other
parts must be determined, and the general character of
each contrasted to the others#
After the form of the piece has been analyzed, each
section (l.o., principal subject, subordinate subject,
etc.) must be examined.

Periods, sentences, and phrases

•
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should bo noted, and the key-center of each

This

last seems almost too obvious to note, yet it is mot at
all rare to find students actually playing a piece from
memory without knowing the koy in which it is written.
(Some are not able to name even the first note of the
piece until they place their hands upon the keyboard!)
After the fora of the sections has been analyzed, they
must be considered separately.
The content of each section should be sub-divided
Into topics to be given detailed analysis and committed
to memory.

In this procedure the size and content of

each topic will vary according to the structure of the
material and the memorizing ability of the student.

The

harmonic structure of some material may be recognized
quickly and divided into large topics. For example, the
analysis of a passage of twelve measures. In which the
first four measures consist of a 0 major arpeggio, the
second four of a G major, and the last four of an F major
arpeggio, may be analyzed easily and committed to memory.
On the other hand, there will be passages of complex
structure that must be broken down into small topics.

A

passage of four measures of complex harmonies and voice
leading will require a good deal of mental effort before
it is absorbed.

(Examples A and B, Plate I, show two

topics of such difference in length.}

In all cases the

PLaTJS I
£XALi?L2 A

(Beethoven "Thirty-"two Variations")

EXAMPLE 3

(Prokofleff "Llarche" op. 12,^1.

.EXAMPLE G

(Debussy"Volies")

f
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purpose of the subdivision is that of dividing the com
position into practical assignments capable of being
grasped by the zneaorizer in analysis and in later memory
work.
Many different musical factors may bo considered in
determining the subject matter to be included in topics.
Themes will often make topics in themselves.

They may

contain material easily seen as a unit, and may be of
moderate length, which enables them to be learned with
out the confusion of too many elements.

In oases where

a theme is chosen for a topic, care should be taken lest
it be confused with its introductory phrases.

These must

be analyzed in their relation to the theme itself* not as
a part of it, nor, unless of unusual length, as a separ
ate topic.

(See example 0, Plate I.)

’ -

As themes"will not always provide a logical divi
sion of the sections into topics, other factors will
have to be considered.

Phrasing is an important aid in

determining material for a topic.
unit of practical size.

The phrase may form a

In cases where the phrase is of

too great length or complexity to be included into only
one topic, key-centers m y be examined and topics narked
off according to the music’s relation to each key-center,
thus bringing all the harmonic structure in the topic to
one focal p o i n t . W h e n passages are found in which the

PLAT2 II
EXAMPLE D

EXAMPLE F

(S tr a v /ln sk y

"Danse R u s s e " )

(Prokofieff "Toccate")
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key^osnter ehangos too rapidly to allow a division into
topics by this means, still other devices or factors may
be used.

Some passages will be dominated by a rhythmic

pattern, in which case the boundaries of the topic may
be determined by the rhythmic structure.'
D, Plate II.)

(Sec example

Harmomle progressions contained in

passages may bo considered as the basis for topic divi
sion.

(See example B, Plate II.)

Some passages nay be

dominated by a melodic line, and in such a case each
sentence of the melody may be considered •' topic.
1

When a passage is formed of a sequence consisting

of a harmonic or melodic fragment repeated several times
in different keys, the sequence may be considered a
topic.

Analysis of the fragment only is necessary, and

once this has been made, each of the repetitions need
only be considered as transpositions of the same fragment
into other keys. * (See example F, Plate II.)
In following the above' procedure, one very important
point must always be kept in mind.

Ho matter what unit

of work (o.g., topic, sentence, section) the student Is
analysing, it must always be thought of first in its
relation to the broader aspect of the composition from
which it has been taken.

This $enns, for example, that

the musical statement of a complete sentence must be
understood before a phrase is selected for detailed
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analysis.

It means that a phrase must be thought of ns

a unit of expression before a chord progression is iso
lated from it to be studied as a topic.

TTork with har-

monlo analysis must progress always from the large
structure to details.

This allov/s no part of the com

position to be separated from the musical intention of
the composer.

The piece is learned as a continuous

whole.
One last suggestion may be made in helping the stu
dent to determine hov/ much material to assign himself to
learn in each topic.

Only that much which may... be'

analyzed clearly enough to enable the meaorizer to play

:

it entirely from memory on his third attempt should be
worked with at one time.

This means that he should be

able, on his first playing, to play the fundamental har
monic structure of the passage; on the second playing, he
should aim to include all the details; on the third play
ing, after analysis of the rhythm of the passage, he
should be able to play the entire topic from memory.
This limitation of material to that which may be played

.

from memory after three tries serves as a means of measur
ing the content of topics to fit the memorlzer's ability,
and also helps him to keep his concentration on the sub
ject matter bedauae of his desire to learn it with bud
geted effort.

Of course, the playing, to become

PLATii III
EXALIPL2 G

(Haydn "Theme and Variations')

r\m u»9f M rente

EXAMPLE H

(Beethoven Sonata, op.8la)

EXAMPLE I

(Brahms Sonata, op.5)

.EXAMPLE J

(Prokofieff "prelude,,op. 12#7)
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plonlatioally adequate, will need further practice.
After the general examination of the topical sub
division, each topic is now dealt with individually. Its
components of melody, counterpoint, chord progressions,
voice leading of chords, accompanying figures, and bass
line should be examined and tho relation of each to the
key-center of the topic should be determined.

All of

the characteristics, harmonic, rhythmic, and dynamic, of
each component should be noted.

Finally, the relation

of each component to the others should be examined.

We

shall take the components found in topics and discuss them
in detail, noting all of the aspects in each which should
be analysed.
MELODIC LINE: The relation of the melodic line to
the key-center should be found.

This nay mean, for

example, that the melody consists mainly in the scale
line of the key-senter itself, (see example G, Plate III),
or that it is:based on the scale lino of a releted kay
such as the sub-dominant or dominant (seo ecamplc II.
—
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Several common melodic devices may be looked for*
If the melodic line is built upon a set pattern of
intervals, this should be recognized (see examples I and
J, Plate III).

Often a broken or arpeggiated chord will

form part or even all of the melodic line, in which ease

PLATI IV
EXAMPLE K

(Prokofieff "Toccate")

EXAMPLE L

(Haydn "Theme and Variations")

EXAMPLE M

(Brahms Sonata, op. 5)

I
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the chord should be recognized (see example K, Plate IV).
In the first analysis ornamentations, such as turns,
trills, or mordents included in the line, should be
omitted.

As always in this work the fundamental struc

ture must be examined first," and more minute details
Included only when the memorizer thoroughly knows the
melody upon which they are superimposed.

(See example

L, Plate IV.)
CHORD PROGRESSIONS;

The actual progression of

chords should be memorized; that is, the relation of each
chord to the key-center must be learned, and the chords
memorized as a series (see example 1,1, Plate IV).

The
i

position of the chords must he learned also, (i.e, root
position, first, second, or third inversion), and it
should be noted whether each chord is in open or close"
position.

The examination of the open and close; posi

tion and inversion of chords will be more meaningful
when each chord is compared to
close

position, e.g..

By this comparison the student
will notice the placement of tones and those which are
missing or doubled.
The student may also further his future memory work
by playing each chord with the Intention of noticing its
inflection or expressive quality in relation to its
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progression.

As the simplest example, after analyzing

two chords as the dominant followed by the tonic, he
should then play them, hearing the quality of unrest or
leading of the dominant and the quality of resolution
of the tonie.

This oral appreciation of the musical im

port of chords will-cement the progression more firstly
in the later mewary work.
The voice leading of the progression may be examined
with parallel and contrary voices observed, and the dir
ection of each voice eonsidered.
Whenever possible, harmonies should bo related to
the "home key" by use of such terns as "Sub-dominant,"
"Dominant," and "Tonic."

With the Inclusion of these

terms the more familiar chords may be learned by three
different names.

For example, in the key of C, a major
•
.
chord, on G- and a-major chord on C may be learned as a
"C major-chord" and a "G major chord" respectively, as
"V," "I," and as "Dominant," "Tonic."

The use of all

throe ,terns will help the memorlzer to cement the chords
in his memory.
In the chord progressions, accidentals or notes uhrelated to the key-center should bo called "passing
notes" or "neighbors" v/herever possible.

This method

eliminates confusing, complex harmonies, and also en
ables the student unacquainted with, advanced harmonies
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to relate the chord progressions to more familiar mater
ial (aee example K, Plate V : ).

Here again simplification

for the purpose of thorough imderetending of the mater
ial should be stressed,
AGGOMP/JIYING FIGURATIONS: Accompanying figurations
ehould be analyzed as thoroughly as the more important
subject matter of the topic.

Figurations are often

found in the form of a series or repetition of a frag
ment or in the form of an "Alberti Bass,n a scale line,
an arpeggio, an organ point, or some other device.
V/henerer possible, they should be broken down to their
fundamental harmonic tones, with the ornamentations Iso
lated, as In the case of melodic lines.

In all eases,

the harmonic relation of the figuration to the key-center
and to the rest of the material must be found, its char
acteristic rhythm examined, and its relation to preced
ing and succeeding material must be noted to enable the
meraorizer to learn all figurations in their proper place
as a part of the continuous whole.
BASS LIKE:

.

The bass line forms the foundation upon

which the subject matter of the composition is built.
Very often it is the strongest indication of the harmonic
character of the material in the topic, and its leading
therefore should be noted carefully. The relation of its
tones to chord progressions and melodic lines, as well
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as aooomp&nying figurations. Bust be learned (see
example 0, Plate V)•
COHTRAPIPITAL LINES:

Each voice in contrapuntal

passages should be dealt with first individually, as in
the case of melodic lines, and then in its relation to
the other voices.

Similarity of the lines m y be found,

as in the case of a fugue; inversion of one line may
form another; one voles nay be countered by another hav
ing the same melody in another key.

All contrapuntal

techniques of this type must be analyzed carefully to
ascertain the unity and meaning of the work.
Let us review the procedure in this work with har
monic analysis.

The composition must first be divided

into sections according to its form.

Each of these

sections should then be broken down into smaller topics.
Each topic is taken apart to discover its component
parts, and each component is given a detailed examination.
In order to understand the entire composition thoroughly,
all parts of the piece must be anchored to the student’s
interest by every conceivable means.

The amount of mean

ing each detail has for the student will play a very
important part in his ability to recall it.

PLATS VI

EXAMPLE Q,

(Chopin "Etude" #3,op. 10)
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CHAPTER V
PROCEDURE FOLLOWED IN COMMITTING
AN ANALYSIS TO MEMORY
In memorizing the analysis, the most important
component of the first topic to be memorized is deter
mined*

Its analysis should be studied thoroughly, ab

sorbed , and every detail consciously memorized in order
to reinforce the significance of the material being mem
orized.

This having been done, the first component
/

should be practiced thoroughly before going on to the
second component in order that the pianist may play it
with the necessary expressive qualities and control.
After the first component has been memorized, the
second should be added to it, preferably one which will
give either harmonic or rhythmic stability to the first.
For example, if the first component memorized were a
melodic line accompanied by a chord progression and also
by a fragmentary figuration, the chord progression
should be the second component memorized (see example P,
Plate V).

On the other hand, if the first component

memorized were a chord progression having complex rhythm,
the component which contains the pulse of the passage
should next be memorized (see example q, Plato VI). The
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second ooaponent to be learned should bo memorized thor
oughly before It is added to the first.

The two ar© then

played together and practiced in this form until the
pianist is capable of playing them correctly, with dynam
ics and in the proper tempo.

.

Each component must be learned as a unit and then
added to the first.

Though the memorlzer does not

necessarily have to practice each topic, with only, two .
components at a time, it should bo possible for him to
play any two components together, omitting the others.
By following this procedure the entire topic will be
learned gradually.
It is impossible for the author to give a sot rule
for the memorization of an analysis.

The above prooed-

ure is the one generally followed and found satisfac
tory.

If a component in some topics presents unusual

memory difficulties, due to strange harmonies,.complex
voice leading, or some other reason, it is v/isest to
memorize this difficult component first, regardless of
its importance in the music fabric.

This will ensure

its understanding right at the start and prevent re
curring difficulty later.

The student will find from

experience those components requiring the greatest mem
ory effort, and will tackle them first before adding the
ones more easily understood.

In general, however, the
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harmonic framework of the topic should he memorized
first, as the components presenting the fundamental
structure are the basis upon which the details should
later be added.
Actual memory processes based on the use of analysis
are individual problems developed according to the meaorizer*3 memory abilities and according to the content
of each piece to bo learned.

The underlying purpose of

the method is in its insistence that the memorlzer
determine a procedure to be followed before any memoriz
ing is:undertaken.

This will give the work direction and

conscious significance.
Certain specific rules must be followed in all
memory work, regardless of the material being memorized.
The correct fingering of all passages must be-learned
with care in the original memory work.

Strong and cor

rect fingering habits strengthen the subconscious stimuli
of remembrance, a fact of vital importance in public
playing, as this type of recall prevents memory failures.
Incorrect fingering, on the other hand, causes memory
difficulties.

Remembrance is weakened by lack of defin

ite fingering habits, and the pianist in such a case
often suffers unexpected fingering complexities that
could have been avoided by previous development of correct
habits.

Also, loss of time spent in correcting wrong .
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fingering oaa be prevented by InoluSlng preserlbed fin
gering In the memorising of the music itself.
Care should be taken at the start to memorize the
oorreot dynamics of each pasmage. for dynamics play one
of the most important roles In the interest and meaning
of music.

Dynamics, phrasing, and expressiveness

learned at the beginning of the memory work help the
material to acquire intellectual sense and emotional con
tent which will aid the memory process; without these
qualities the composition remains to be memorized as
non-sense material, or as a body of facts or data having
little musical content.

Also, when the expressive qual

ities have been memorized at the start, they become for
the performer an inseparable part of the composition and
are In little danger of being lessened and paled by ner
vousness and self-consciousness in public playing.

the

pianist *s desire to give statement ~to musical expression
suffers less Inhibition when the expressive qualities of
a composition have been considered more than a mere
dressing up of the technical act of playing.

The pr&e-

tice of memorizing the notes first and dynamics as an
accompaniment to the notes is the reversal of the correct
procedure.

'

'

r

'

In all memory work, one point must be strongly em
phasized.

Independence from the score should be reached
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am soon as possible.

One of the greatest weaknesses

students must overcome in training the memory is the
habit of referring to the score v/hen.memory impressions
are inadequate.

Upon playing a passage from memory, a

student,may find suddenly that he cannot recall a chord
or melodic line.

The tendency is immediately to reach .

for the score, a habit which should be checked whenever
possible.

The greatest harm caused in resorting to the

score is the probability of the student1s falling back
upon an easy clue.

He turns quickly to the page, makes

a hasty photographic intake of the passage, thinks to
himself, "Oh yes, now I remember," and goes on.

By this

sort of flimsy reminder of the forgotten notes he
strengthens nothing but his mental photograph of the page.
If he is unabletto recall the passage without some aid,
he must reenforce his analysis of it rather than turn to
the score in such haphazard manner.

I have found from

ay own experience that the simplest cure for this weak
ness is to put the score away once the analysis has been
committed to memory and in so doing make easy photograph
ic aids or clues too inconvenient a.resort.. It is often
interesting to observe a student making occasional
glances at the score before him when he is absolutely
positive that he is playing from memory.

He is so fam

iliar with the page that he is able to find the necessary
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@lues or aids to his memory effort without even being
aware of having looked at the soor©.

When the student *s

memory falls, he should review his analysis of the:pas
sage and try with ©onsoious effort to remember the miss
ing notes, for often he finds that with patience and
thought he ©an finally recall the notes without referring
to the score.

If recalled by this thought process, his

memory image of the passage is strengthened and the stim
ulus for recollection becomes more firmly imprinted in
his mind.

^

v

The abilities to recite or sing memorized material
while away from the piano are excellent methods of test
ing the validity and strength of memory images.

It is

not recommended that all memory work be practiced in this
way; however, these acts may be used as occasional tests
and, in the more difficult passages, as a means of reen
forcing the memory work.

In material that is easily

understood and quickly committed to memory it is un
necessary to use them.
As has been said before, it is impossible to rely
always upon conscious memory, for in the actual perform
ance many passages unfold too rapidly to keep the
harmonic analysis in mind. For this reason subconscious
m emory must be developed as well as recollection.

Hot

only the performer’s mind, but also hands, ear, and eyes
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or subconscious habits, to become dependable, must bo
trained in the memory; process.

After the analysis of

each passage has been memorized, the passage should be
practiced immediately until it "plays itself" without
conscious effort, correctly, with correct dynamics, in
correct tempo, and with ease.

No further memory work

should be undertaken until this is possible.

The analy

sis should always be kept in mind, of course, but the
subconscious habits must also be practiced in order that
they may be strengthened.
Tfe have seen that material is committed to memory
by working at first with individual components and pro
gressing to the topics in which they are included, then
with the complete sections, and finally with the composi
tion as a whole.

Three statements have been made re

peatedly but cannot be over-emphasized:

first, all parts

of the composition being memorized, no matter how large
or small, must always be understood in their relation to
the broader aspects from which they have been taken;
second, the memorizer must always work from fundamental
structure to details; and third, if at any time the stu
dent finds he is attempting too large an assignment to
be understood and played after three attempts (as ex
plained in Chapter IV), he should break the material into
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smaller topics.

Finally, in reference to all memory

work, it should be said that observance of the general
rules given in the latter part of this chapter must be
insisted upon for satisfactory results.

CHAPTER ¥1
COKCLUSIOB
The derelopoent of music memory may be summed up by
noting three factors.

First, it is possible to improve

the ability to memorise music by applying organization and
meaning to tho musical material to be learned through in
sistent , thorough, and daily use of harmonic analysis.
This practice is supervised and disciplined by mental ef
fort, by concentration.

.

V/e can recall what vfe really know, and It is
concentration which gives us this complete know
ledge. It allows us time to investigate, v/e
have leisure in which to look above, beneath, and
around the object; and this means intimacy of
acquaintance as well as an extended period in which
mental impressions are deepened.1
Second, by unceasing effort the function of concentration
may be improved.

Knowlson says of the development of con

centration, "The law appears to be this:

that effort, well
(X e

exercised, produced ability for further and better effort.

The effort of concentration is enforced and disciplined by

Knowlson. op. oit.. p. 61.
2 Ibid., p. 4.
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will power, that quality of character which goads effort
onward, which allows no laxness nor laziness.
is possible to develop will power.

Third, it

Too many of us make the

mistake of believing that we have a will which we may
command at odd intervals without encouraging and streng
thening it by continued use.

If expected to serve the

learner, will power, like any other function, must be
developed by daily practice.
In the final analysis it is seen that the power of
will is the foundation upon which all memory work rests.
Will disciplines the concentration which directs under
standing of the material.

Material understood is known,

and only the known is capable of being recollected.

A P P E N D I X
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"Voiles” by Claude A. Debussy
Haggoaio Analysis for Memory Work

INTRODUCTION
A harmonic analysis for memory purposes differs
slightly from one drawn up for a theory or analysis course.
In memory work every effort must be made to relate the
material to be memorized to the knowledge and past ex
periences which the memorizer possesses, in order that the
material may have as much coherence and significance to
the memorizer as is possible.

For these reasons, maximum

coherence and significance, complex harmonic structure
must be reduced, whenever possible, to simple and easily
recognizable harmonies.

Only advanced theorists are fam

iliar with the more esoteric harmonic terms.

Sven when

they are understood by the intermediate harmony student,
the complex structures are not always readily absorbed
and recalled.

Therefore, parts of the analysis of "Voiles"

by DeBussy which follows will seem inadequate and ignorant
of the exact terminology which harmonists would expect•
Superfluous material has been omitted in order that stu
dents having only moderate knowledge of harmony will thor
oughly understand the example given.
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At times, when tietalleti analysis proves it to be other
wise, m t e r i a l may be Isolated and designated as indepen
dent thematic material.

Musical relationships of great

complexity should be omitted during the process of memor
izing in order to maintain clarity and simplicity.

This

method of simplification is not a denial of the fact that
thorough comprehension o f t h e complexities and integration
of the material helps the memorizerto secure memory work
in his mind,-but is only illustrating that part of the
process of memorizing which attempts to simplify complex
material into an easily comprehensible pattern.

Both

simplification and integration are necessary to memory
work, but each should be dealt with at the proper time.
In the "memory analysis’1 of Debuspy's "Voiles" selec
tion of specific:parts of the piece lias been made accord
ing to the importance of each of these parts.

In some

cases the selection is a theme. In others a tonal pattern,
and in others merely a pulse.

The presentation of each

of these selections is considered a TOPIC.

The TOPICS

are presented in the order in which it is considered ad
visable that they he studied and memorized.
TOPIC there is included:

Under each

first, the actual notation of*

the subject or material; second, a verbal analysis and
clarification of the material for memory purposes; and
third, the procedure by which the TOPIC should be committed
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to memory.

It is advised that in using this example of

memory analysis the ncmorizer first read through the nota
tions and analyses of eaoh TOPIC in order to acquire a
complete picture of the whole memory analysis.

Then it

will be best to return, and studying each TOPIC in careful
detail, follow its procedure of memorizing.

It is abso

lutely necessary that each step under the "Procedures for
Memorizing" be thoroughly memorized before proceeding to
the next step.

'

'

For purposes of the memory analysis this piece is
considered to be in the key of C major.

The harmonic

structure throughout the entire piece is based mainly on
three augmented chords - B flat, A flat, and C natural.
Whenever possible, the
material being discussed
is related to these augmented chords, and these relation
ships should be noted carefully.

The rhythmic structure

of the piece has been left almost entirely unanalyzed, as,
except in unusual oases, the rhythm of a piece is memo
rized by ear.

It is extremely important that in eaoh step

under the "Procedures for Memorizing" of eaoh topic all
dynamics and phrasinga are included in the memory work, as
they help to give meaning to the material and are inte
gral parts of any memory process.
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The edition of MVoilesM used for this thesis is that of
DURAND & Cie.; Paris A, Place de la Madeleine
(Copyright 1910)
..

ANALYSIS:

The theme begins on the lowered sixth of the
key (0 major) and ascends in a whole tone scale
to the third of the key, descends by the whole
tone scale to the lowered sixth, turns back to
the lowered seventh, and rests finally on the
lowered sixth.
i
yRhythm

of TIME A

:

f ATjf/Tf fff1ATf t:lfH

It M s M e n noted that throughout the ^fpleee •:
the harmonic structure lies mainly in tliree aug
mented chords, B flat, A flat, and C.

It should be noted that THEME A is formed on
the A, flat augmented triad. % e beginning not#
is A flat; there "is a hold over the first measure
into the second measure on C natural; the highest
note of the theme (the point at which the scale
line turns) is E natural; the final note of the
theme is again A flat.
THEME A is repeated in entirety in three diff
erent forms in the piece.
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theme

A, FORM I

(page 1)

1
•

>
'A'
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THEME A, FORM I

(continued) ,

AHALYSIS:

.
: :.

TliEMi A is played in oetavea in the register of
the 1st has octave. It is augciented by t w add
itional measurea at the beginning in which only
the first three notes of the thomo are played as
an introduction. At the conclusion of the theme
in octaves, it is again augmented, this time an
octavo higher. In this second augmentation the
first three notes of the theme, as played in the
opening augmentation, are repeated three times.
These three repetitions of the fragment of the
theme are also played in octaves, hut this time
they are harmonized by the A flat and B flat •
Augmented triads. The bass^or the chord, doubled
Dy the octave above, form# the melody: and the
- inner .notes -form the augmented- hanf>onl®s making ■.(Mot® again, as in the analysis of TRAXE A. that
the augmented triads A flat and B flat used in
harmonizing the concluding /augmentation -of
jSFOU.vl I .are two of-the three augmented
chords upon which the harmonic structure of the
piece is based.)
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THKKE A, FORM II (continued)
ANALYSIS: THEME A is stated in entirety and harmonized in
the same manner as the concluding augmentation of
FORM I; that is, the melody Is harmonized by
A flat and B flat augmented triads in close posi
tion^ tho baas of the triads', doubled an octave
higher, forming the melody. This time the theme
is redoubled an ootave still higher in the right
hand. ■ ■. ;: THEME A, FORM III

(page 4)

AI^SSKIS: THEME A is playcd^n the register of the 2nd
I"
alt ootave, complete and without doubling, her
monization or augmentations.
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TOPIC I - PROCEDURE FOR MEMORIZING
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3»

Learn THBMJ2 A.
Learn THEME A, FORM I.
Learn accompanying figuration to FORM I.
(Analysis of this figuration appears under the an
alysis of TOPIC II, .THUS B,. FORM II.)
Step 4. Combine step 3 (figuration) with step 2 (THEME A,
?i—
■
Step 5.
^ t | > F O R M ^ I •the ha^s (orga^point on
'B

Step 6.

Learn THEME A, FORM II in octave form alone,

&

&

Step 7.

Learn THEME A, FORM II including the inner
harmonization.
; J
Step 8#
Learn the figuration which aooompemies THEME"A'.
FORM II. (This figuration is a tonal pattern
which:is too ■aSsg&e, tcfcaaflfiaaitate an analysis.)

Step 9.

Combine steps 7 and 8 (as steps 2 and 3 were
combined under Step 4).
Step 10. Add to THEME A, FORM II the bass in correct
rhythm.
Step 11.
Learn THEME A, FORM III.
Step 12.
Learn the figuration which accompanies
THEME A, FORM III.
(See next page.]
'"
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U

This figuration is analyzed as two whole tone scales
based on the B flat augmented triad second position
(first in the left hand and then in the right); and then
two whole tone scales based on the A_flat augmented
triad root position (first in the left hand and then in
the right)• It should be noticed also that this figur
ation in its entirety (both the Bflat whole tone scales
and the A flat whole tone scales) appears alone without
THEME A in the two measures which Introduce FORM III.
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Step 13«
Step 14.

Combine steps 11 and 12.
Add to THEME A, FORM III the bass in oorreot
rhythm.

The above form includes the tones of the
theme without rhythmic notation.
ANALYSIS: -This theme is built on a descending whole tone
scale ito m j q r thirds Wglnning on the E major
'v ' :";v: ...third-aM. ending on the G major third.
(Itote> that the combined E major and 0 major
<
: thirds oh which the theme begins and-ends, to• gether form the augmented triad on C . ..This is
-V-.—oiio-of- the— tliree augmented triads on which t h e ..
:tv d harmonic structure of th® piece is based.)
/
•' -r - f . ;
'' '
•;
7
' THEME B is repeated in three different forms
in the piece.
THEME B, FORM I

(page 1)

ANALYSIS: THEME;B is stated in its complete fora.:
: . preceded by an. augmentation in the form of a ;r
fragment starting on the E major third, descend
ing, as in the theme, to the A flat major third,
then jumping an octave to the sane third (note
that there is an enharmonic change of A flat to
G sharp in these last two thirds)V and finally
resolving on the F major third. *
^
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theme

B , FORM II

ANALYSIS:

(page 1)

First, there is an augmentation of the theme
in the form of the first part of the fragment
which preceded THEME B in FORM I; second,
THEME B is stated in its original form; third,
there is the complete fragment which preceded
THEME B, FORM I. Finally there is a new
augmentation of THEME B Smarting on the Ji major
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third, descending in major thirds to the A flat
major third, and ascending again in a new
rhythmical pattern to the E major third.

ANALYSIS:

There is first the augmentation
that appeared at the beginning of
THEME B is stated in its original
augmentation of three repetitions
two-thirds of the theme.

of THEME B
/
FORM I. Then
form vvith an
of the last
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TOPIC II - PROCEDURE FOR MEMORIZING

Step 1. L#arm THEME B.
Step 2. learn THEI4E B,
;
pleoe).
■
'
Step 3. This stop, the
has already been
MMORIZINO, Step

' ■

-

;

'

„

FORM I (the introduetlen to the
v ;
...
- ■
learning of THEME B, FORM II,
don# under TOPIC I, PROCEDURE FOR
HI.
' ,
.
■ -

(With complete memorizing of these steps and the
steps under TOPIC I, the piece is now memorized
up to the DEVELOPMENT SECTION.}
Step 4.
Step 5.

Learn THEJ.Q5 B, FORM III.
learn the accompanying figuration to TE1MEB, .
FORM III.
(The chords in this figuration are
analyzed under TOPIC VIII, and the scales in the
figuration under TOPIC I, PROCEDURE FOR
MEMORIZING, step 12.}
,

TOPIC III
DEVE10P1AENT SECTION, PART I
(page 2)
TONAL PATTERN (tenor voice)
: : :
;
.
..
This tonal pattern accompanies the first half,
or PART I, of the DEVELOP1ZENT SECTION. -
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ANALYSIS: The first phrase is based on the A flat augmented chord:

It is formed by a double turn on the root of
the chord (A flat); next, a sixth composed of the
fifth and third; and ends on a major third com
posed of neighbors to A flat (F -sharp and B
flat).
The second phrase is a repetition of the first.
The third phrase is based on the 0 . B flat, and
A flat augmented: ohords:

It is formed by a broken C augmented chord.
starting on the fifth; then, a descending.whole.
tone scale in major thirds (note similarity to
THEME B), pausing on the A flat major third to
turn back to the B flat major third; and then de
scending again to rest on the fifth and root of
the A flat augmented chord. The phrase is then
slightly augmented by twice repeating the pre
ceding third and resting finally on the fifth
and root of the A flat augmented chord.
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, •/'- T ;;TOPIC .III. - PHOCIKJRE FOR MEMORISING
Stop 1. .. Learn the TCMA1 PATfEEN In the tenor voice.
Step 2.
Learn In order the first * aeo ond, and third

'phMeee of the THEMAH8 DETZLOPMEHT.
Step 3.
Step 4.

i

C o a M n e step* 1 and "‘a . i
"
Add the bass;(organ ^>int) in its correet rhythm.

This tonal pattern aeeompanies the second ,
half, or PART II, of the.DEVELOPMENT
SECTION.

a

i
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DEVELOPMENT SECTION, PART II

(Continued)

ANALYSIS: The first
A flat aug
mented triad.

It oonslats of a double turn on A fist (or the
root of the chord); then, three rising broken
major thirds; and rests finally on the root (A
flat).
The second phrase is a repetition of the first.
Following this, there is on augmentation of
this PART II of the DEVELOPMENT SECTION by short
three-note successions of half-tone neighbors be
low A flat and above C, alternating and.ending
finally on the root and third of the A flat auemsnted chord. (Mote that the series of halftone neighbors below A flat form the end of the
TONAL PATTERS in the tenor voice.)
- -■ •

TOPIC IV - PROCEDURE FOR MEMORIZING
Step 1.
Step 2.

Learn the TONAL PATTERN in the tenor voice.
Learn in order the first and second phrases of
the THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT.
Step 3 .
Combine steps 1 and 2 .
Step 4.
Add organ point in the bass in correct rhythm.
(Note that the completion of the second TONAL
PATTERN leads into the figuration accompanying
THEME A, FORM II.)

1 4 7-11)7
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TOPIC V

ANALYSIS i. Tho soprano line is purely fragmentary, irmde up
g broken major thirds and tapering off to a hold.
inner voices below this soprano line form
three chords$ the D major triad, with lowered :
third and in s e c o M inversion, the B flat major
triad in root position.(root doubled and third
::
omitted), and a chord built on C. F sharp. and
. A flat. .
.
-■ - -■
' The contrapuntal line in the tenor voice con
sists of five descending whole tones starting on
D natural. In the first two measures only three
of these notes are played, then the five are re
peated twice in the third measure. The voice in
the fourth measure descends only to A flat and
then turns up on that note to B flat and rests
finally on A flat.
TOPIC V - PROCEDURE FOR MEMORISING
Step l.
Learn the soprano line.
Step 2 .
L o a m the chord progressions formed by the
inner voice.
Step 3 .
Combine steps 1 and 2 .
'
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Step 4 .
Step 5 .
Step 6 .

Learn the contrapuntal line in the tenor voice
Combine steps 3 and 4 .
Add the organ point in the bass.

1
ANALYSIS:

The figuration iaabased
iVbaaed on^the chord of
E flat minor.

The melodic line in the right hand cons!ata of
repetitions of this figuration, first in single
notes and then in octaves. After the first phrase
there is an ascending scale on the black keys which
rises from three octaves. After the second phrase
it occurs again, this time rising for four octaves.
Under the third phrase of the right hand melody,
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the left hand has a brief aoeeapanlaent of
ascending intervals. These intervals ascend in
fifths and fourths of the S flat minor 7th chord
and rest finally on the root and seventh of the
chord with the fourth added.

TOPIC VI - PROCEDURE FOR ’fEKORIZIMG
Step
Step
-■:■
Step
Step
Step
:
Step

.

1.
Learn the figuration.
2.
Learn tho augmentations of this figuration in
■ ■the ■right hand.
. • ...
:: :: V'';:r: : •,
3.
Learn the left hand accompaniment of intervals.
4.
Combine steps 3 and 2.
5.
Learn and add in correct rhythm the black-key
scale. '; ’ ■ .
V '■
6.
Add the bass.

TOPIC VII

ANALYSIS:

This passage Is based upon the 1 flat minor>
A flat, the only note in the two
measures that is unrelated to the chord, is
analyzed as a neighbor to the fifth of the chord,
G flat. The rhythm of these two M e a s u r e s t b #
interesting feature, should b e n o t e d . l t will
soon "play itself” by ear after it is memorized.

7th chord.
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TOPIC VII-~ PROCEDURE IOR MEMORISING

Step 2.
Step 3.

Learn the right hand melody in ooirrect rhythm.
Learn the left hand aoeoapaniraent-and inelude
also the inner 'roioe of the right M a d i
Step 4.
Combine atepa 3 and 2.
.
Step $• Add the bass in its eorreot .-.rhythm."
TOPIC VIII
CHORD CLIBTERS ACCC?cPANYIHC FIGURATION

(page 4)

ANALYSIS: In the first measure the chord clusters are
based on the B flat at
mented triad. a s is
shown by the circled '/
notes. These notes
should be memorized bj
noting this relation.
The uniform formation
of the chords in t h e i
right hand (each
including a major
.
second and a major sixth)
should also be noted. The remaining notes will
have to be memorized consciously as separate

notes ’because of thoir lack of relation to tho
rest of the chord.
I'he second m a s u r e is based on tho a flat
au^ented triad and should be dealt vith as In
the first measure.

TOPIC VIII - PBCG2DUR2 TOR m M O R l Z i m
Step 1. ty ^ ti^Qt^ ^ 0^ ^ ^ rmuasure hana5 separately end
Stop 2.
Step. 3*

•

Learn tho second measure in the same .my.
Add the pulse.

:

TOPIC IX

LAST T W 'LIH7S -0? THK PIECE.
AHALTS2S:

•; "

, ;

^

' '

All of the material in the last two lines has
been dealt with before. It only remains to com
bine the various parts. TlIEtlK B has boon learned
under TOPIC H ; t$te fIgyretloa has been analyzed
under TOPIC II; the chord clusters have been
analyzed under TOPIC ¥111.
The left hand of the first four coasures .niternateg the left Mnd. aceomanlnentis for the chord
olustei’s in TOPIC: VIII'.; Then there arc three
repeats o f .the whole tone ascending scale bn the
B flat augmented triad.
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